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Conditions of Trench Warfare
Student Activity
1. State what you see.

2. Scan the image closely.
You may like to use a magnifying glass to complete this task.
What do you notice that you didn’t before?

What does the image make you wonder?

4

3. Analyse the image
What is happening in the image? Why do you think that?

Why was this image taken?

How do you feel about this image?
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Courtesy of Australian War Memorial
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Community of Inquiry: First World War
Scientific and Technological Advancements
and Ethical Considerations
Student Activity
Use of Science/
Technology
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Advantages

Disadvantages

Questions Arising

Periscope Design Challenge
Student Activity
Imagine:
You are a soldier asleep in a dugout (a protective hole dug into the side of a trench). As you
wake up you hear a mechanical sound in the distance. This sound is different to the whistling
shells, incessant artillery and machine gun fire heard throughout the day; it is a rumbling and a
crunching that you have never heard before and it sounds dangerous. You need to know what
is coming towards you so that you can communicate this information to your supervisors… but
how? The trench you are positioned in is between two to three metres high. You do have some
equipment to stand on to see over the top of the trench, but do not wish to do so for fear of being
shot. There are also many different materials and debris scattered at your feet. You have a thought
– perhaps these might help you see over the trench without exposing yourself to the enemy.

Task:
Design, build and test a periscope that will let you see beyond the trench and identify approaching
threats. The height and mirrors of the periscope must be adjustable.

You must:
• Investigate:
o The development of the periscope.
o How periscopes were used during the
First World War.
• Design a periscope that can help you to see
beyond the trench and identify approaching
threats. The height and mirrors of the
periscope must be adjustable.
• Create a prototype of your periscope
from recyclable materials supplied by your
teacher.
• Test the prototype’s ability to see the approaching threats.
• Refine the periscope’s design and construction to make it work more effectively.
• Collaborate in teams of two. Your teacher may allocate a role to each team member.
• Evaluate continuously to design a periscope that meets the brief. You may also be required
to evaluate social interactions to effectively work in a team.
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Investigate and Design
You must write a proposal to explain the design of the periscope and gain approval from your
supervisor (in this case, your teacher) before creating your periscope.
Your proposal should include:
Information about the development of the periscope
Labelled sketch or digital representation of the periscope
Justification for design
Materials required to build the periscope
You should also investigate how periscopes were used during the First World War. You can do
this by visiting the Australian War Memorial website and typing ‘periscope’ into the search bar.
Make sure you filter your results by viewing photographs from the First World War. You may
choose to base your design on the periscopes viewed during this investigation.
Once your proposed design has been approved, you can create your periscope prototype.
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Investigate how the following people contributed to development of the periscope.
Record your findings in the table below.
Name

Nationality

Occupation

Contribution
(including year
and significance)

Johannes Gutenberg

Hippolyte
Marié-Davy

Rudolf Gundlach
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Draw a labelled diagram of your periscope. Make sure you identify the materials you will use to
make the periscope, and explain and justify its components.
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Create
Create your periscope using the materials provided. Record any modifications required as you
build the periscope.
Modification

Reason
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Test
Make your way over to the trench wall. Move along the trench, using your periscope to see
over the top. What do you notice? Record your observations and discuss your results on the
following pages.

Refine
Based on your observations, modify the periscope’s design to make it work more effectively.
Continue to refine and test until the height and mirrors of the periscope can be easily adjusted
to identify the approaching threats. You may like to take a photo of the threats seen through
your periscope using an electronic device, such as a camera or iPad.
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Recording Results
1. Are you able to adjust the height of your periscope? What happens when you do?

2. Describe any changes you will make to improve this aspect of the periscope.

3. Are you able to adjust the periscope’s mirrors? What happens when you do?

4. Describe any changes you will make to improve this aspect of the periscope.
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5. What can you see when you look through your periscope?

	Based on your observations through the periscope and the environment around you, use the
trench map on the following page to:
a)

	Determine where you are on the battlefield and mark this position on the trench map.
Justify your reasoning below.

b)

the approximate coordinates of the approaching threats. Mark these positions
	
Determine
on the trench map.

6. Write a message that communicates your location and information about the approaching
threats to your supervisors.

16

Trench Map
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9
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6

5

4

3

2

1
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
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Discussing Results
1. 	Draw a ray diagram to show the path light takes as it travels through the periscope.
Your teacher may work with your class to open up a periscope and investigate how light
travels through the device.

2. 	Explain how your periscope works. Consider what you already know about light and make sure
you include scientific language in your explanation.

3. Describe the outcome of any changes made to the design of the periscope. Were the changes
effective? Why?

18

4. Modify the periscope so that it is useful in your everyday life. Draw a labelled diagram to
show these modifications. Make sure to explain how these changes support the new purpose
of the periscope.
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Evaluate
Reflect on your actions with your team or class after you have completed the design challenge.
You might like to think about the following questions to assist with your reflection:
• What new knowledge/understandings helped you make decisions about your periscope?
• Are there any further changes you could make to improve your design?
• What were the main challenges you experienced during the design process? How did you
overcome these?
• What have you learnt about science/design from this activity?
• How could you apply this knowledge and understanding to your learning in other contexts?
• What more would we like to know about periscopes?

Explore More!
• Modify the periscope so that you can see something behind you.
• What happens if you add more mirrors to the periscope?
How does this change affect the periscope?
• Modify the periscope so that it can rotate 180 or 360 degrees.
How does this change affect the periscope?
• Investigate how we use maps for recreation, including geocaching and orienteering. You
may like to locate or hide a geocache, or design an orienteering challenge for your class!
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Tanked! Energy Transformations of Mephisto
Student Activity
Tank Warfare
The First World War represents one of the bloodiest conflicts in the history of humankind.
The war witnessed the mechanisation of armed forces across the world. All sides raced to develop
new weaponry that would bring some advantage over their opponents, especially in the landlocked
stalemates in the trenches of the Western Front. In 1916 the British Army deployed the first tanks
at the Battle of the Somme. The allied forces continued to use tanks in larger numbers in 1917.
The potential of this new weapon was realised perhaps too late by the German Army.
In late 1917 the German Army produced 20 A7V Sturmpanzerwagens which were deployed in
combat the following year. The German tanks fought in locations such as Villers-Bretonneux,
a small French village that was recaptured by Australian soldiers at the cost of 1,200 lives.
The A7Vs were also involved in the first tank versus tank action.
A7Vs, including Mephisto (pictured below), were crewed by 18 men who worked in uncomfortably
hot, cramped and loud conditions amongst the tank’s fuel-powered engine and internal artillery.
Despite its strong armour and large size, the men inside were thrown around mercilessly during
battle as the tank moved over uneven ground and was hit by artillery. Each hit sent particles of
hot metal flying off the walls inside the tank into the crew. The crew also had very poor vision
from the tank, looking through tiny slits on the front and side of the tank.

A7V Specifications
• Weight: 33.4 tonnes
• Length: 8 m
• Width: 3.2 m
• Height: 3.3 m
• Range: 40 km
• Speed: 16 km/h
(with ‘tail wind’)
• Armour: 10-30 mm
• Crew: 18
Queensland Museum, Fred Port Collection
Mephisto – the German A7V recovered by the 26th Battalion. Mephisto was named after the smiling red demon painted on the front of the tank.
After capture, the allied soldiers marked the tank with a crown-wearing British lion, its right paw resting on an A7V tank, as shown in the image above.
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Mephisto
The A7V Sturmpanzerwagen known as Mephisto was immobilised in an area close to VillersBretonneux called Monument Wood. In July 1918 a detachment of soldiers from the 26th Battalion,
mainly comprised of Queenslanders, helped recover the abandoned tank and drag it back to the
allied lines. It was sent to Australia as a war trophy, arriving at Norman Wharf in June 1919 where
it was towed by two Brisbane City Council steamrollers to Queensland Museum, then located in
Fortitude Valley. One of Australia’s most significant war trophies, Mephisto is now in its permanent
home within the Anzac Legacy Gallery at Queensland Museum, South Bank. It remains the sole
surviving A7V tank in the world.

© Queensland Museum, Peter Waddington
Mephisto in its permanent home in the Anzac Legacy Gallery at Queensland Museum, South Bank.

Energy to Work
Tanks were one of the major technological innovations of the First World War. Tanks, like all machines,
rely on energy to do work; the transformation and transfer of energy allows the tank to move and
cause damage. It is your task to identify the energy and energy transformations in the diagram below.

© Queensland Museum, Gary Cranitch
Damage in the armour of Mephisto. What may have caused this damage?
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1. How many types of energy can you identify in the diagram below? Label these on the diagram of Mephisto.

Feet 0

Metres 0

1

2

3

1

4

5

6

2

7

8

9

3

10

2. Draw a flow diagram to represent each energy transformation that would occur as Mephisto travelled through the battlefield.

Courtesy of The Gregory Czechura Collection
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3. What waste energy is produced by Mephisto? Explain the advantages of a more energy
efficient tank.

4. Focussing on energy transformation and transfer, how could you stop the tank from advancing
and causing damage?

5. What energy transformations occur when projectiles hit the tank?

6. The tank is equipped with heavy artillery, however most soldiers were equipped with rifles or
grenades. Use your knowledge of physics to explain why soldiers could not carry heavy artillery.
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7. Imagine you are a member of the Mephisto crew. Write a persuasive letter home to either:
a) Convince your brother or sister that they should NOT join the war effort.
b) Convince your parents that you are fine and enjoying your time fighting for freedom on the
front lines.
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First World War Communication Technologies
Student Activity
Communication
Technology
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Positive

Minus

Interesting

Semaphore Flags
Semaphore flags were used as
a daytime signalling system
during the First World War.
The signaller held one brightly
coloured semaphore flag in each
hand and extended their arms to
form specific positions or angles.
Each position corresponded to
a different letter or numeral,
allowing the signaller to spell
out and receive messages.
Experienced signallers could
relay twelve words per minute.
Queensland Museum
Collection Online
Search H43438 to view a set of
cards used to teach semaphore
in the collection.

Courtesy of Australian War Memorial
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Carrier Pigeon
Carrier pigeons were used
during the First World
War to maintain frontline
communications. Soldiers wrote
a message on a small piece of
paper and placed it inside a
canister attached to the bird’s
leg. The bird would then fly back
to its home, behind the lines,
and deliver the message. An
estimated 100,000 pigeons were
used during the First World War.
Queensland Museum
Collection Online
Search H2395 to view a pigeon
message container in the
collection.

Courtesy of Australian War Memorial
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Courtesy of Australian War Memorial

Heliograph

The heliograph used a mirror
to reflect sunlight to a distant
observer. Flashes of light could
be used to send Morse code by
covering or moving the mirror
away from the sun.
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Courtesy of Australian War Memorial

Messenger Dog

Dogs were used to send and
receive messages across the
front line and between bases
throughout the First World War.
Messages were carried in a
metal tube attached to the dog’s
collar.
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Courtesy of BT Heritage

Telegraph

Telegraphs send an electric
current along a cable to a
receiving station. When the
sender presses the telegraph
key the electric current is
completed. This can cause an
audible sound, a lightbulb to
flash or the making of marks on
a piece of paper. The receiver
then decodes these signals to
understand the message.

Queensland Museum
Collection Online

Search H9188 to view a
telegraph key in the collection.
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Courtesy of Australian War Memorial

Telephone

Telephones allowed soldiers
to communicate with each
other across the battlefield.
Telephones convert sound into
electrical signals suitable for
transmission via cables. These
signals are received and the
electric signals converted back
into sound. Telephones could
operate point to point or via a
switchboard at a command post.
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Construct a Telegraph Machine
Student Activity
Objective
To construct a simple telegraph machine from a circuit diagram.

Materials
As provided by your teacher.

Activity
1. View the following circuit diagram of a simple telegraph machine. You will use this circuit
diagram to construct your own telegraph machine. Label the symbols used to represent the
components of the telegraph machine in the below circuit diagram
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2. View the materials that are available to construct the telegraph machine. Determine which
materials you will use to make the telegraph based on the circuit diagram. Write down which
materials you will use and draw a labelled diagram to show how you will construct the telegraph
using these materials. Explain why you think this will work.
Materials
What will you use to
make the telegraph?

Predict
Draw a labelled diagram
to show how you could
construct the telegraph
using these materials.

Reason
Why do you think this will
work? Discuss type and
use of materials in your
response.
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3. Before constructing your telegraph machine, discuss any potential safety hazards with
your group. Record these hazards and the actions your group will take to ensure this is
a safe investigation.

4. Construct and test your telegraph machine. Record and explain your observations.
Observe
What happened?
What did you see?

Explain
Why did this happen?
Did your results support
your prediction? Why?
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5. Draw an energy flow diagram of the energy transformations that occur in the device.

6. Use Morse code to send a message about a threat such as an approaching tank to your
supervisors. You can record this message and/or encode it in the space below.

	Practice sending and receiving this message with your group. How quickly can you send a
message? How quickly can your team members decode your message?
7. How could you send a message to more than one person using your telegraph machine?
Discuss this question with your team members. Draw a circuit diagram to show how you will
construct the telegraph using these materials and explain why you think this will work.
Materials
What will you use to
make the telegraph?
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Predict
Draw a circuit diagram
to show how you could
construct the telegraph
using these materials.

Reason
Why do you think this will
work? Discuss type and
use of materials in your
response.

8. Construct and test your telegraph machine. Record and explain your observations.
Observe
What happened?
What did you see?
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Explain
Why did this happen?
Did your results support
your prediction? Why?

9. What could you do to improve the telegraph? Why will you make these changes?

Draw a labelled diagram to show these improvements.

38

10.	Test your revised design. Describe how these changes did or did not improve the telegraph
machine.
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Coded Messages
Student Activity
Caesar Cipher
A Caesar cipher is an example of a substitution cipher. The Caesar cipher was named after the
Roman emperor, Julius Caesar, who used this encryption method to communicate with his generals.
To use this cipher, each letter is replaced by a different letter some fixed positions, or shifts, further
down the alphabet. While the Caesar cipher is one of the earliest known and simplest ciphers to
use, it is also one of the easiest to break.
A Caesar cipher has been used to encrypt the following message. Apply the frequency analysis
method to ‘break’ the cipher and read the message.
Activity
1. Count the total number of letters in the message. Record this number in the table on the
following page.
2. Tally how many times each encrypted letter appears in the message. You may need to attach
additional paper if you run out of space in the table.
3. Calculate the letter frequency for each encrypted letter. Record this as a percentage of the
total letters.
4. Compare this percentage with the percentages included in the frequency analysis table below
to decrypt the letters. Use this information to decrypt the message.
5. Finally, identify the letter shift used to encrypt the message.
Frequency Analysis Table
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E

12.7%

T

9.1%

A

8.2%

O

7.5%

I

7.0%

N

6.7%

S

6.3%

H

6.1%

R

6.0%

D

4.3%

L

4.0%

C

2.8%

U

2.8%

M

2.4%

W

2.4%

F

2.2%

G

2.0%

Y

2.0%

P

1.9%

B

1.5%

V

1.0%

K

0.8%

J

0.2%

X

0.2%

Q

0.1%

Z

0.1%

Encrypted Message
ftue ue myqduomz uzpqbqzpqzoq pmk; m rmud zgynqd ar kmzwe mdq dagzp tqdq, ftqk agstf fa
ymwq ebxqzpup rustfqde, rdqet mzp qmsqd gzxuwq ftq imd iqmdk fdaabe [uxxqsunxq iadpe].
ftqud otauoq ar xmzsgmsq ue zaf ea [uxxqsunxq iadp] me ftq [uxxqsunxq iadp]. “sap pmyz”
dqbqmfqp mf hqdk rdqcgqzf uzfqdhmxe nquzs ftq otuqr qjbdqeeuaz.
rdupmk, vgxk 5
rdufl tmp tue zustf agf xmef zustf. tqmdp yadq nayne pdabf ftmz tmhq euzoq [uxxqsunxq iadp]
pmke. uf ue efdmzsq tai nayne “bgf ftq iuzp gb” ftq nake. me eayqazq emup, “itqz kag tqmd ftq
rudef ar rdufle qzsuzq pudqofxk ahqdtqmp kag eadf ar rqqx ftmf kagde ue ftq azxk tgf ad fqzf uz
ftq iadxp mzp kag ftq azxk uztmnufmzf.” kqe me fta ftq rmfqe tmp fmwqz oazfdax ar ftq xmi ar
sdmhufmfuaz mzp ftqz uzhueunxq tmzpe iqdq pdmiuzs ftq yueeuxqe fa azq’e pqefdgofuaz.
emfgdpmk mzp egzpmk, vgxk 6 mzp 7
gb mf iuzpk dupsq msmuz fazustf. cguqf qzagst mf rudef fdub mf 12.30my, mrfqd xqmhuzs ftq
dupsq mzp zqmdxk mf ftq raaf ar ftq tuxx, iq oagxp zafuoq sme etqxxe ngdefuzs uz zgynqde vgef
mtqmp ar ge; omgstf azq iturr, ftqz dmz uzfa m ftuow oxagp ur uf. bgf agd sme ymewe az mf ftq
[uxxqsunxq iadp], mzp pdahq az ftdg ftq huxxmsq iuft [uxxqsunxq iadp] sme etqxxe mzp tq [tust
qjbxaeuhqe] oayuzs ftuow mzp rmef. mf ftq [uxxqsunxq iadp] efgrr ime rxkuzs uz mxx pudqofuaze
mzp iq gzxampqp agd bmfuqzfe tgdduqpxk mzp imufqp uz ftq 20 raaf pqqb pgsagf. eqhqdmx tufe
az ftq pgsagf ngf mrfqd mz tagd ftuzse cguqfqzqp paiz. ympq fia yadq fdube iuft ymewe az; az ftq
xmef iuft m rgxx xamp az zqmdxk gbeqf ftq omd, ftq itqqxe iqzf ahqd ftq qpsq ar m etqxx taxq ngf
tqxp mf bdqomduage mzsxq; gzxampqp agd bmfuqzf azfa ftq egznqmy omd mzp iuxxuzs tqxbqde
eaaz dustfqp ftq nge. cguqf qzagst ftdagst ftq pmk. dqxuqhqp mf 6.30by mzp nmow tayq. m nuf ar
qjoufqyqzf ue efuygxmfuzs – mrfqd uf’e ahqd, azq rqqxe ftq lqef ar ftq ftuzs.
yazpmk vgxk 8
imdy fapmk, m efady smftqdqp uz ftq qhqzuzs ngf [uxxqsunxq iadp] fa [uxxqsunxq iadp] mzp
azxk m rqi pdabe rmxxuzs.
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Coded Messages: Break The Cipher!
Total Number of Letters
Encrypted
Letter
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
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Tally

Total
Number
of Letters

Percentage

Actual
Letter

Alan Dodd
The message you decrypted is actually a diary entry written by Alan Dodd. Dodd was a budding
20-year-old entomologist when he enlisted in the Australian Army in February 1916. His father
was Frederick Dodd, a well-known naturalist nicknamed ‘the Butterfly man of Kuranda’. You can
view the insects collected by Frederick and Alan Dodd at Queensland Museum’s Google Arts and
Culture webpage, including the:
• King stag beetle case
• Ulysses butterfly case
• New Guinea jezebel butterfly case
As a boy, Alan had been involved in the family business of collecting and preserving insects for
sale worldwide. He had published 12 papers in Australian and European scientific journals by the
age of 19, and was working in research with the Queensland Bureau of Sugar Experimental Station
at Gordonvale when he enlisted.
Alan left Australia in July 1917 and served as a medical orderly with the 15th Field Ambulance
in France. He kept a meticulous record of his war service in three small, covered notebooks,
documenting the weather, the landscape, and his, sometimes harrowing, experiences with his unit.

© Queensland Museum
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Cipher Wheel

E

H

I

F

G

H

I

F

G

J

B
A

O

O

Y

X

W

X

S

J
E

U

T

V

W

J

B
A

O

O

X

T

U

V

W

X

S

Q

R

Y

Q

P

R

S

T

U

V

W
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P

Y

Z

B
A

N

M N

M

Z

L

C

L

C

K

D

K

D

I

R

H

R

G

Q

P
Q

E

F

P

Y

Z

B
A

N

M N

M

Z

L

C

L

C

K

D

K

D

J

V

I

U

H

T

G

S

E

F

